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Greetings.
I am a new user of Kdenlive on Fedora 14. As there seems to be some serious problems with the
binary from the Fedora 14 repositories, I decided to see if I could build Kdenlive myself.
Environment is 32 bit Fedora 14 on an Intel i7 machine
I followed the directions linked to at the sticky at the top of this page. When I ran the build script, it
exited with an error while building MLT (I think) I am no programmer. Here is a clip of the error
message:
v_mmx.o -L/home/fred/kdenlive/20120529/lib -Wl,--no-undefined -Wl,--as-needed -Wl,--no-undefined
-Wl,--as-needed -L../../framework -lmlt -lpthread -lm -Wl,--no-undefined -Wl,--as-needed `pkg-config
--libs gtk+-2.0` `pkg-config --libs gdk-pixbuf-2.0` -lexif -lm `pkg-config --libs pangoft2`
`pixops_scale_line_22_yuv_mmx' referenced in section `.text' of pixops.o: defined in discarded
section `.note.GNU-stack' of scale_line_22_yuv_mmx.o
collect2: ld returned 1 exit status
make[2]: *** [../libmltgtk2.so] Error 1
make[2]: Leaving directory `/home/fred/kdenlive/src/mlt/src/modules/gtk2'
make[1]: *** [all] Error 1
make[1]: Leaving directory `/home/fred/kdenlive/src/mlt/src/modules'
make: *** [all] Error 1
ERROR: Unable to build mlt
LOG: Process has finished. Reason: FAILURE Some kind of error occured: Unable to build mlt
I can include more of this text if it would be helpful. I use Linux exclusively in my architecture
practice, and have for many years, but my expertise does not extend to analysing scripts. I can
follow simple directions. I was very impressed with Kdenlive, and hope to be able to use it and
contribute where I can.
Thank you for any advice with my problem
Kurt Eichenberger
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